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BANACH SPACES \MITH THE (CRP) AND
DOMTNATED OPERATORS ON C(K)

G. Emmanuele

Abstract. We characterize Banach spaces with the (CRP) by means of dominated operators
on C(K), improving an old result by J.J. Uhl; hence we apply our main theorem to the study of
Pietsch integral operators and to Dunford-Pettis operators.

1. In [8] J.J. Uhl showed the following result: "Let K be a compact Hausdorff
space and .E a Banach space with the Radon-Nikodym property. If. T: C(K) ---+ E
is a dominated operator, then 7 is compact". Now we improve his result to the
case of Ba^nach spaces with the (CRP), also showing a converse of this result; i.e.
we characterize the Banach spaces with the (CRP) by means of compact dominated
operators on C(K). Hence, we apply our theorem to the study of compactness of
Pietsch integral operators and to Dunford-Pettis operators.

2. This section is devoted to state the definitions we need as well as the main
theorem of the paper. Throughout .I( will denote a compact Hausdorff space and
E aBanach space.

Deffnition 1. .E is said to possess the compact range propertS in symbols
(CRP), if any E-valued countably additive measure p, defined on a o-field of
subsets of an arbitrary set .9, with finite variation lpl(S), has relatively compact
range.

Note that if E has the Radon-Nikodym property then it has the (CRP).
Since any Banach space with the weak Radon-Nikodym property has the (CRP),
it is easy to see that there exist Banach spaces with the (CRP) but without the
Radon-Nikodym property. In passing we observe that if .E has the pr-(CRP) (see

[6] for this definition) for a non-atomic measure pr then it has the (CRP).
A dominated operator f : CQ{) --r E will be defined according to Definition 1

in [3], p. 379.
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Deffnition 2. An operator T: C(K) --+ E is called a d.ominated operator if
there exists a countably additive regular positive Borel measure p such that

ll"(/)ll slolr{ilau, f ec(x).

Our main result is the following characterization of Banach spaces with the
(cRP).

Theorem 1. E has the (CRP) property if and only if, for each K, ffi!
dominated operator T: C(K) -» E is compact.

Proof. Assume .E has the (CRP) and ?: C(K) --+ .E is a dominated operator.
It is well known ([3], p. 380) that there exists an .E-valued countably additive
regular Borel measure y with finite variation lzl such that

ru) /(r) d,, f e c(K),

(the integral is that defined in [3]; see also [2], p. 5). For a finite partition r of. S
in pairwise disjoint subsets from E consider the .E-valued measure

u*(A):» ffiVKxnA)ret I

and then the operator Tn: C (K ) -» E defined by

r*ff)_ t/(r)drn,, f€c(K).
JK

It is well known that for any f e C (K) we have

llr"(/) - r(/)ll s ll/ll ll," - ull (/()

where llr* - ull (I() denotes the semivariation of t/r - t/ . In
it is shown that llr" - ull (/() -» 0 since u has relatively co

sup llT"(/) - T(/) Il -r 0.
il"filst

Hence 7 is compact, as a uniform limit of compact operators (note that any
?, has range in a finite dimensional Banach space). Conversely let ^9 be a set
and D be a o-field of subsets of ,S on which an .O-valued countably additive
measure z with finite variation is defined. By the Stone representation theorem
([3]) there exist a compact, Hausdorffspace K and an .E-valued countably additive

: l.

t5] (see Theorem 4.1)
mpact range; so
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regular Borel measure pr with finite variation such that z(E) : p(no(K)) . Hence,

it is enough to show that p, has relatively compact range. Define an operator
T: Ll(K,Bo(I(), [rl) - .E by putting

ru) /(r) dp.

Its restriction ?' to C(I{) is, clearly, a dominated operatorl so it is compact,
by assumption. Using the Lusin theorem and Tiezte extension theorem we can

easily show that

Hence p has relatively compact range. We are done.

3. In this section we are going to .pply our main result to other classes of
operators between Banach spaces. We need some more definitions.

Deffnition 3. An operator T: F - E, .F a Banach space, is called an
absolutely summing operator if it maps weakly unconditionally converging series

into absolutely summing ones.

Deftnition 4. An operator T: F --+.8 is called a Pietsch integral operator
if there exists an .E-valued countably additive measure p of bounded variation
defined on the Borel (for the weak* topology) sets of the unit baII B(f,.) of .F'*

such that for each x e F

f
T(r): I x.(r)dpr.

J B(F.)

Deffnition 5. An operator T: F --+ E is called a Dunford-Pettis operator if
it maps weak Cauchy sequences into norm convergent ones.

It is well known that an operator T: C(I{) --+ .E is dominated if and only if it
is absolutely summing if and only if it is Pietsch integral ([2] Chapter VI). Using
Theorem 1 and some results about Pietsch integral operators we are able to prove
the following result.

Theorem 2. E has the (CRP) if and only if any Pietsch integril operator
T:F+Eiscompact.

Proof, Assume that any Pietsch integral operator from .t' into E is compact
and take F : C(K). Theorem 1 gives the conclusion. Conversely, let T: F --» E

: l.
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be a Pietsch integral operator. It is well known ([2], Chapter VI) that it has a
factorization of the following type

F

1,,'

E

I'
T

c(B(F.)) J- L'(p)
where p is a suitable nonnegative regular Borel measure on B(F-) and ,S is an
operator with ll,Sll ( 1. Hence ,9."I is a dominated operator that is compact if
one assumes that E has the (CRP), by virtue of Theorem 1. We are done.

In [2], Chapter VI, even nuclear operators were considered; it was shown
that they are compact Pietsch integral operators and that if ,o does not have
the Radon-Nikodym property there exists an absolutely summins (i.". Pietsch
integral) operator from C([0,1]) into E that is not nuclear. Combining this fact
with our results we have the following consequence

Corollary 3. Let E have the (CRP) but not the Radon-Nikodym property.
Then there exists a compact Pietsch integral operator that is not nuclear, from
c([0,1]) into E.

The final part of the note is devoted to Dunford-Pettis operators on .tr -spaces
on finite measure spaces. We are able to prove the following result

Theorem 4. A Banach space E has the (cRP) if and only if the operator
T: Ll -+ E is Dunford-Pettis.

Proof. Assume any T on a Lr -space is Dunford-Pettis and consider a domi-
nated operator T: C(K) + E. Such an operator factorizes through ar Lr -space
as observed before because it is Pietsch integral, in the following way

C(K)

Lr
where .I is the canonical injection. "I maps bounded sets into relatively weakly
compact sets and B is Dunford-Pettis; hence ? is compact. An appeal to The-
orem 1 gives our thesis. Conversely, assume .E has the (CRP) and consider an
operator T: Ll --+ E. Let i- be the canonical inclusion of -L- into .Lr. By using
a proof like that one of Proposition 1 in [1] we can prove that ? is Dunford-Pettis
if and only if r 'i* is compact. But .t- is isomorphic to a suitable C(K);
let j be the isomorphism. The operator T . i*. j is absolutely summing, hence
dominated, because ioo is (see [2], Chapter VI); then it is compact. Since j is an
isomorphism T . ioo has to be compact. We are done.

E

I"
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As a consequence of Theorem 4 and the well known result by Pelczynski that
a Banach space .E contains lr if a"nd only if E* contains Z1[0,1] (t7]) we have
the following interesting corollary, which we only state:

Corollary 5. Let E be a Banach space. Then E does not contain lr if and
only if E* has the (CRP), i.e. the (CRP) and the weak Radon-Nikodym property
([6]) coincide on dual Banach spaces.

Theorem 4 has even the following immediate consequence:

Corollary 6. Assume X is a Banach space not containing a complemented
copy of lr and E a Banach space with the (CRP). Then any operator T: X -+ E
that factorizes through an Lr -space is compact.

Proof. Let T : R^S be with ,S: X -* L'(p) and .R: L'(p) --» E. A result
due to Bessaga-Pelczynski (see for instance [2], p. 88) now states that under our
assumptions, X* cannot contain copies of /-; hence S*: L*(p,) ---+ X* is weakly
compact (see Theorem 10 on p. 156 of [2]) and so even S is. Since B is Dunford-
Pettis by Theorem 4, then ? is compact.

In the following corollarg we use the notion of local unconditional structure
as introduced in [4].

Corollary 7. A Banach space E has the (CRP) if and only if, for any Banach
space X with local unconditional structure and not containing complemented
copies of lr , any absolutely summing operator T; X ---+ E is compact.

Proof. The "if"-part: Note that C(I() spaces verify the hypotheses and that
dominated operators on them are absolutely summing. The "only if" part: Note
that an absolutely summing operator on a Banach space with local unconditional
structure always factorizes through an Ll -space.
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